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INTRODLJCTION 

0 
From July 2nd. to July llth., 1962, an Induced Polnrization 

(I.P.) survey was carried out by Hunting Survey Corporation Linited 

over part of the Justice group of claims owned and operated by Vanmetals 

Exploration Linited. 

The Justice Rroup of claims is located a few niles to the west 

of Merritt in the Highland Valley district, British Colunbin (50”,121°, 

SE). The survey extended over the following clains: Justice 4, 5, 6, 

8, lS,~l7, 19 and 21. 

The survey was performed by a five-man crow. The project 

geophysicist in charp;e of the survey and the technician-operator wore 

E.L. Grcgotski and F.H. Faulkner, rcspcctivcly, of liuntinc: Survey 

Corporation Limited. Vannetals Exploration Linitcd provided three 

0 helpers for handling the electrodes on the lines. They were R. b.!ackay, 

H. Krause, and C. Langlois. 

The geophysical survey was carried out along pre-cut and 

chained picket lines. The lines surveyed, Lines 32E, 40E, 48E, 52E, 6tiZ 

and 68E, wcro turned off at right angles to basclinc lOO+OON, and arc 

orientated north and south. Footagcs on these lines are called Xorth. 

The basic coverago of the survey consisted of readings at 200 foot in- 

tervals which, in some cases, wore decreased to 100 feet. In this 

manner, a total of 19,400 feet or approximately 3.67 tiles of lines 

were surveyed. 

The data wore obtained usinp the “three electrode array”. 

This array consists of one current electrode (Cl), two potential 
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c, electrodes (PI and P,), the second current electrode (C,) rcnaininn 

fixed at “infini.ty”. The basic electrode spacings were 200, 400 and 

800 feet. .Additional data were obtained on some of the lines with 

electrode spacings of 100 feet, and on others with electrode spacings 

of 1,600 feet. Invariably, where data with the 100 foot clcctrodc 

spacing were obtair.4, the station interval was decreased from 200 to 

100 feet. 

?Jle Hunting pulse-type instrument is similar in design and 

operation to those described by R.!‘I. Baldwin in “A Decade of Dcvelop- 

merit in Dvervoltnge Survey”, A.I.M.E. Transactions, Vol. 214, 1959. 

Power is obtained fron a Volkswagen motor coupled to an 18 kw., 400 

cycle generator which provides a mnximun of 10,000 watts d.c. to the 

0 ground. The cycling rate is 1.5 seconds current on and 0.5 seconds 

current off, the pulses reversing continuously in polarity. The data 

collected in the field consists of careful measurement of the current 

(I) in anperes flowing through electrodes Cl and C2, and of the primary 

voltage (Vp) in volts appearing between Pl and I’2 during the “current. 

on” part of the cycle. Also, the secondary voltage or overvoltage 

appearin< between electrodes Pl and P2 during the “current off” part 

of the cycle is integrated electronically with respect to tine, to pro- 

vide a measurement of polarization (\I,) in millivolt-seconds. TIE 

“apparent chargeability” in milli-seconds is calculated by divi.dinc the 

nolariznti~on (Vs) by the !>ril?nry volta~c (\‘,,I. The “apparent rcsistivity” 

in ohm-neters is nroportionnl to the prinary voltace (VP) divided by the 

measured current (I), the proportionality factor depending on the 

0 
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pmetry of the array used. The resistivity and chargeability obtained 

are called “apparent” as they are the values which that portion of the 

earth sampled by the array must have if it were homogeneous. As the 

earth sampled is usually inhonogeneous, the calculated “apparent 

resis tivity” and “apnarent chargeability” are functions of the “true” 

resistivities and chaqeabilities of the various sections of the earth 

sampled and of the jieometry of those sections. 

The results of the survey are shown on the individual profiles in 

the Appendix of this report. These profiles have a horizontal scale of 

1 inch to 100 feet. The “apparent charpzability” is plotted at a vertical 

scale of 1.0 milliseconds per inch. The “anparent resistivity” is ?lotted 

on a vertical logarithmic scale of 2 inches per logarithmic cycle. ThCSC 

I.P. profiles also show the results of a crowd magnetometer survey ob- 

tained by Vanmetals Exploration Limited over part of the claim group. 

The naTetoneter profiles ares shown at the vertical scale of JO0 gammas 

nor inch. 

The interpretation of the I .P. survey :+>: ?rcsan ted fin tile Fbrn 

of two naps sheets located in the nap pocket at the end of this report. 

The detailed results of the interpretation are shown in the form of a 

series of Interpreted Sections presented at a horizontal and vertical 

scale of 1 inch to 100 feet. The interpretation nap, which also shows 

the lines surveyed, presents a pnerslizcd vertical projection to the 

surface of the more interesting zones, at a scale of 1 inch to 200 feet. 
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That part of the property which w?.s surveyed is covc+cd by 

overburden of unknown thickness. Sonc p2oloFical infornation was nadc 

available fron the adjacent a-w. This infornation \ias nrcsented to 

the i.nterpretir ir. t:ie form of a p~,3lopical ma? nt 3 scale of 1 inch 

to zoo feet. Thus, in the southern half of claim .Justicc 1, two tonwes 

0T jiranite are intrudinr andesitic rocks of the ilicola Grou?. The con- 

tact between the qanite of the Coast Intrusions and the Nicola Grou? 

is assumed to coincide roilrh:y with the Jesse Creek which Tlc;rs westeri:- 

a few hundred feet south of the survey area. A number of coL>per-bearin? 

panitic floats hilve been reported on the nroperty. 

‘The inteqreter was also provided with the results of a ground 

mapnetometer survey extending from 96+Olll! tC 115tOO1d LVCT the, I .Y. survey 

are3. The magnetometer data WE obtained at 100 fact intervals on lines 

400 feet apart and coinciding with the 1.1’. pid. The results of the 

ground maznetoneter survey where a,.ailable, are 51:. ;“I: on the ; .P. ?r: fi1.3 

in the Appendix of this report. 
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INTERPRETATION 

T!lc resistivity measurement remained fairly constant 

thrwphout t!vz area at 200 to 500 ohm-meters. The weak variations 

observed are mainly due to changes in the overburden properties and 

in its thickness, and are not considered sipnificnnt in the present nrohlcn. 

On the other hand, the chargeability measurements indicate a wide 

anonalcus zone north of approximately 106+00!! and extendinp beyond the 

eastern, western and northern limits of the survey area. To the south 

of the anomalous zone, a normal backpound value of~approximntely 1 

millisecond is observed. Over the anomalous zone, the shorter spacings 

show the weakest apparent charzeabilities indicating that there is a 

definite increase in chargeability with depth. On the other hand, the 

largest electrode spacing, 1,600 feet, and in a few places, the 800 foot 

pacing, show a decrease in values which indicate a decrease in chargeability 

at lnrper denth. Thus, in the interpretation, an attempt was made to 

determine the depth to the top, the thickness and the true charpeabili.ty 

of this layer. 

The technique used in the inter?rention is based on the 

assumption of a layered earth and is described in Dr. H.O. Seipcl's 

pqer : "Mathematical Formulation and Tylx Curves for IncluceJ Polarizntion" 

(GEOPIIYSICS, Vol. XXIV, No. 3, July 1959, ?p. 547-565). The set of 

curves for the two layer response using the Wenner or four electrode 

array are also valid for the three electrode array used in this survey. 

This technique involves plottin? the measurements made with the different 

electrode spacings at a given station against the electrode spacinp. 
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These curves are then fitted to the tyrJe curves similar to those 

published by Seigel. On Lines 32E, 48E and 68E, each curve is defined 

by three points at each station occupied during the survey. On Lines 

4OE and 52E, four points were available for each curve. Four points 

were available over part of Line 60E and three points over the rest of the 

Iine as the 100 foot electrode spacing was used only from llO+OON to 

120+00N. These calculations were carried out at intervals of 200 feet 

on each line over the anomalous zone. In this manner, some 70 quantitative 

analysis were carried out most of which provided reasonable answers. The 

results were then plotted in the form of sections at a horizontal and 

vertical scale of 1 inch to 100 feet, and weighted against each other 

to produce a consistent picture. These sections could not be shown on the 

I.P. profiles in the Appendix of this report due to their large size and 

therefore are shown as a separate map sheet in the pocket of this report. 

As these sections are at the same scale as the I.P. profiles, one can 

easily be compared with the other by unfoldin? the profiles over this 

map sheet. 

As only three, or at most four, pcints are available, the depth 

curves at the stations are incompletely defined Eiving rise to a certain 

dc~ree of uncertainty in the determinations. Thus, an intermediate 

layer may be overlooked cr the bottom effect of the lowest layer may 

not be recoFnized. In all cases, an attempt has been made to accept the 

solution which will cive the lowest cha,ryeabilities so that the charpe- 

abilities shown on the accomnanyinp map are minimum values. The calculated 

- 
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depths can be in error to some decree although the overall pi.cture 

will not be affected too sinnificantIy. Thus, at a calculated de?th of 

100 feet, the actual depth may vary from 50 to 200 feet, and at a 

calculated depth of 800 feet, the uncertainty could be in the order of 

+200 feet. A layer at dcnth also has a degree of uncertainty in the 

indicate:! thickness: however, it is estimatei: that it woul~l not be thinner 

than one-half, nor thicker than twice, the inc!icated thicl:ness, Finally, 

the depth shown on the accompanying maps represent the shortest distances 

to the various layers from the station on the line. Thus, the I .P . method 

measures these c!istances in a plane which is perpendicular to the :rounC. 

surface and to the line. These d.istanccs may also p to a point on the 

interface which is located on one side or the other of the line if the 

interfaces din in a direction other than that of the pround surface. 

These uncertainties in the interpretation arc indicative of 

the reconnaissance nature of the survey as comnarec! with a really detailci! 

survey. A r!etailed survey wouId have been conduct& in such a mnnner 

that a large number of electrode s?ncinps from 10 to 2,000 feet, at a 

number of stations were obtained to provide fully defined depth curves 

for the inter!?retation. The time involved in such a survey, and therefore 

its cost, would most probably be prohibitive when it is considered that 

drilling would still be required. The purpose of the present survey was 

mainly to locate mineralization, at a reasonable cost, in such a way as 

to indicate a reasonable drilling program which in turn would! rpovide the 

final r!etails on the mineralization. This, it is believe?., has been 

-- 
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accomplished although it is important that the reader realizes the 

limitations of the data and the uncertainties in the interpretation. 

The follorrrinfi paragraphs present a detailed discussion of 

the interpretation of the individual sections. 

Line 32I, 

On Line 3X, the depth c”rves are <define<! by three clectrodc 

spacin,rs, namely, 200, 400 and 800 feet. The interpreted first layer, 

incldinp, the overlxden, shol:‘s an estimated chargeability of approxinately 

1.0 milliseconc!s nnil a thickness varyin: between 100 an<! 300 feet. me 

unilcrlyin~ layer has an estimaterl charpeability varying between 3.7 and 

5.8 nilliseconds, averapinp at a?Troxinately 4.5 millisccon(!s. Only at 

12O+OON couli! the bottom of this 4.5 millisecond layer be calculated. 

This is shown to appear at a L!epth of approximately 600 feet with R very 

low chargeability of less than 1 millisecond estimated for the underlying 

material. This lower interface is weakly idicatecl by the depth curves at 

118+00N and 122+00N. The available (!aia did not allow a depth calculation 

but the in&cations are that these Ilepths woulti be deeper than at 120+00;,!. 

The first layer with a chargeability of 1.0 milliseconds is 

interpreted as beinp overburden. The 4.5 millisecond layer is believed 

to be mainly intrusive rocks. The chargeabilities may be due to the 

normal bucl:~:xound .for th3t intrusive but more probably indicate weak 

minernlization of l/2 to 2 percent sulphides. This layer is Fart of 

Zone B shown on the accompanying interpretation na!~. The magnetic profile 

indicates that the intrusive rocks are more magnetic than the rocks to the 

south. On the other hand, the higher magnetic values extend well beyond 

the anomalous I .P. zone sqgestinp that the mapnetiti: has little or no 
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0 effect on the chargeabilities. In fact, the mannctic high just 

south of the I.?. zone ma.y represent the outer phase of the intrusive 

cc- the mctamor~hosed portion of the intrut!ed Nicola rocks. 

Line JOi: 

The c!e?th cwves on Line 40E arc &find by four electrode 

spacings, namely, 200, 400, 800 and 1600 feet. The section of high 

cllar~cabilityv?ries in depth ,from appoximately 300 to 500 feet. On the 

basis of its chargeability, it is arbitrnri.ly divitled into three zones on 

the accompanying interpretation ma?. Zone B, with chargeabilities of 4 

to 6 milliseconds extends from approximately 121+00X to the northern 

cnt! of the l.ine. Zone C, with charpeabi.lities between 6 an6 9 milliseconds, 

0 
extends from approximately llS+OO\! to 121+OON. Zone 0, with charwabilitics 

of 9 to 15 milliseconds, extends from the southern edge of the anomalous 

zone at 107+00X to 115+OON. The bottom of the section of high chnrwability 

is cnlculatcd at a depth of approximately 700 feet at llO+OON which in- 

creases to nmroxinntel~ 850 feet nt lZO+OON. The underlying motcrial 

shows a very low chargeability varyinp between 0.4 and 1.2 milliseconds. 

Overlyinn the hid1 chargeability section at the north end of the profile, 

are two layers, the uppermost with a chaqcability of 1.3 tilliseconds 

and the second with a charpeability of npnroximatcly 2.7 milliseconds. 

From 126+OON to 114+OON, the 1.3 millisecond layer is not observed al- 

though it may be present at the ground surface as a very thin layer. FTOlll 

112+00~! and southward, the 2.7 millisecond layer is lost nlthou~h it could 

still bc ?resont as a thin layer between the 1.3 millisecond layer and the 

0 hi@r cllarreability section. 
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The 1.3 millisecond layer is recopized as being mainly 

overburden. The 2.7 millisecond layer could be composed of a different 

type of overburden or a basically non-minerolized portion of the intrusive 

rocks. The latter possibility suEpests that Zone B observed on the previous 

line could contain some mineralization. It is believed that this 2.7 

millisecond layer is not an outlaycr of Nicola rocks as the southward 

extension of the survey over this formation indicates much lower chnqeabilities 

for this formation. 

~The magnetometer profile shows higher values over the intrusive 

rocks. However, these higher values extend some distance south of the 

I.P. anomalous zone, suggestinS that although mapnetitc may be present, 

its effect on the chargeabilities is negligible, 

Line 4% 

The depth curves on Line 48E are defined by three electrode spac- 

iws, namely, 200, 400 and 800 feet. The surface layer varies in depth from 

50 to approximately 400 feet, and in estimated chargeability from 1.0 to 

2.1 milliseconds. These higher charpeabilities suypst the presence of 

two layers such as Hero observed on the previous line, with chargeabilities 

in the order of 1.0 and 2.7 milliseconds each. The lack of data from 

narrower electrode spacings combined with the possible thinness of one or 

tile other layer, does not allow their separation. This uncertainty may 

increase slightly the depth to the second layer but at the same time would 

also increase the estimated chargeabilities shown. The highest estimated 

chaqeabilities of the survey are shown to extend from approximately 
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0 

0 

108+00N to 116+OOiu’ and are labelled Zone D on the accompanyin!? inter- 

pretation map. The chargeability of 7.4 milliseconds at llZ+OOf~! is included 

in this zone as no allowance could be made for the bottom of this zone on 

the basis of the available data. For this reason, the estimated chaqe- 

ability is a minimum value which would increase i~f the bottom of the layer 

had bee” allowed for. At 114+00N and 116+00N, Zone D is shown to overlay 

Zone B with chargeabilities of 4.0 and 4.6 milliseconds. On the accom- 

panying interpretation map, Zone U is show” to extend northward to approx- 

imately 125+00N. At Stations 126+00N and 128+00N, only the SOO-foot 

electrode spacing measurements were carried out. The values obtained show 

a definite increase which is already noticeable at 124+00N. This increase 

can be ex?lnined in two ways: first, the presence of hi& chargeability 

values such as occur in, Zone D which is supported to some degree by the 

slightly higher charpeability at 124+00N and by those on Line 52E (this 

possibility is shown on the i”ter?retation map); or secondly, by a smaller 

depth to the 4.5 millisecond layer which would be indicated by a” increase 

in value on the narrower spaci”Fs. 

The estimated hi!?11 charye.?1,ilities of Zcnc D indicate the 

possibility of 1 to 5 percent sulphides with somewhat lesser mineral- 

izations in Zolie B. These rough estimates of sulphide content are based 

m the assumption that the magnetite present in the intrusive does not 

rmterially affect the charjpabilities. This is supported by the magnetometer 

profile which shows an anomaly of almost 2000 famnas n fair distance to 

the south of the I.P. a”omolous zone. The cotiination of mapztometer 

and I.P. data arain sur?est the possibility of minernlization within the 

intrusive rocks with either R magnetic cdce to the intrusive or a zone of 
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magnetic metamorphism in the Nicola foramtion. 

Line 52E 

The dent11 curves on Line 52E are defined by four electrode 

spacings, namely 200, 400, 800 and 1600 feet. The quantitative analysis 

of these data indicate a fairly simple three-layer picture with the middle 

layer showing a marked hump in the centre. The dench to the first interface 

varies between approximately 150 to ‘550 feet. The first layer shows a 

calculated charpeability varying between 1.0 and 2.2. These charceabilities 

surfest the possibility that two layers are actually pescnt, the uppermost 

with a lower chargeability in the order of 1.3, and the second with a 

chargeability of the order of 2.7 milliseconds, as observed on some of the 

previous lines. Unfortunately, these two layers if they exist, could not 

be separated on the basis of the available data. If this is the case, the 

depths to the first interface would be slightly greater than those shown but 

at the same time the chargeabilities of the second layer would also be 

increased. The chargeability of the second layer is shown to vary between 

8.2 and 12.9 mi.lliseconds with most of these values i.ndicnted as bein,? 

minimum values. The bottom of the second layer, i.e. the second interface, 

is calculated to vary between approximately 400 and 550 feet at Stations 

112+OON to 120+00N. This interface is also indicated by the data but its 

depth could not be calculated at Stations llU+OON, 122+OON and 124+001. The 

fiddle layer is shown as Zone D on the accompanhinc interpretaion map and 

extends northward from a?proximately 108+00N. 

Due to the possibility that the first layer is in actuality 

two layers, the depths shown to the first interface are not necessarily 

. 
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eo+ival~ent to the depths of overburden. At the same time, t!>e stronrcr 

nincralization of Zone D does not necessari.ly reach bedrock surface. 

‘he sulphide contents off Zone D is estimated at betwcn 1 and 5 Fercent 071 

the assumption that the effect of mnpnetite !wesent in the intrusive does 

rJ)t appreciably af~fcct the chargeabilities. As in the case of the lines 

pviously discussed, the around r’gnctometer prgfilc suports thjs suggestion. 

71)~ may(netic data show that the intrusive is sliphtly more mnwctic than 

the intruded ;‘!icola rocks. However, ,the strong anomaly which is belived 

to indicate a zone of metamorphic Nicola rocks or a magnetic outer edre of 

the i,ntrilsivc, shoic no response to the 1.1’. method. 

Line 6OE 

T!le denth curves for Line 6OE are defined by four electrode 

spcinps from lOO+OON to 120+00N, namely, 100, 200, 400 and SO0 feet. 

North of lZO+OON, the lOGfoot electrode s?acinp is absent and therefore 

the denth curves are based on only the other three s!>acin~. The qunntitntive 

analysis show basically a two-layer case. l?nls , the first layer, with 

chargeability of 1.0 to I.6 millirzconds varies in thickness from 1OC to 

approximately 400 feet. The low char~eabilities so obtained stronply 

suggestthat the layer of 2.7 milliseconds detected OT suspected on some of 

the other lines can be present only as a thin layer. The calculated 

cll:~r~;cabi.litics of the second layer vary between 3.8 ani! 7.; nilliscconds. 

lhis layer is arbitrarily divided into Zone I? extcndin!: From the southern 

RIOT of t!ie nnomnlous zone at anaroximntely 109+00N to 12O+OON. FI-Ol?l 

Ihis !mi?:t to 129+00\!, it is labelled as Zone C on the basis of the 

sliphtly hivhor charreabilitics which are considered as beinn xinimxu:: 
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values. The northernmost station on the line is considered as 

being part o,F Zone B. The bottom interface of these zones iS 

indicated at Stations 116+00N, 118+OON, 128+00?1 and 130+00X. AI- 

thouph indicated, the depth to the second interface could not be 

calculated due to the absence of the 1600-foot electrode spacing 

data. 

The magnetometer data again show a magnetic anomsiy over- 

lnppi,nn the I.P. anomalous zone by several hundred feet, thereby 

sucgsesting that the nqnctite in the intrusive has little or no 

effect on the charpabilities. 

Lint 68E 

The depth curves on Line 68E are defined by the data from three 

electrode spacinps, namely, 200, 400 and 800 feet. The nnomalous zone 

is seen to be displaced sharply to the north, its southern edp bein? 

located at aproximately 121+00N. The surface charpeabilities are very 

low where they could be poperly estimated. The depth to the first inter- 

face varies from approximately 300 feet to less than 100 Eeet. T!ie I.!'. 

data indicates that the second layer comes "cry close to the surface at 

qroximately 127+00N and also at 131+OOiJ. The actual depth nt these 

shnllow points could not be calculated due to the absence of narrow spacinp 

data. The second layer shows chargeabilities of 4.5 to 7.8 milliseconds. 

lhe bottom of this high chargeability layer is cnlculnted at 128+OON to 

1~ at a depth of: avroximately 350 feet. This second interface is indicated 

at Stations 123+00:‘!, 126cOON and 13O+OOid, but its dent11 cnuld not be cal- 

culated. This anomalous section is arbitrarily divided into Zone B 

octendinp from anproximately 121+OON to 125+00:! , and 'also from 129+00N and 

northward. Zone C beinn located in between. 
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Ye& variations in the observed chargeabilities at 114+00N 

suzjiest the possibility that the southern part of the anomalous zone 

extends eastward to very close to Line 6%. This is indicated by the 

approximate outlines of Zone B on the accompanying interpretation map 

althoup-h the distance between the anomalous zone and the line cannot 

bc estimated. 

The magnetic data available do not extend as far north as 

the I .P. anomalous zone. tlowever, at approximately 108+0ON. a fairly stron? 

mgnetic anomaly is seen to produce no discervable effects on the I.?‘. 

data, thus, suggesting that the magnetite if present in the intrusive, 

has little or no effect on ‘the observed chargeability values. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIOXS 

The I.P. survey of part of the Justice group of claims in 

the Merritt area, discovered a large zone of anomalous chargeability 

values. Tiiis anomalous area is located north of 108+00N and extends 

eastward, westward and northward beyond the limit of the survey area. 

The results of the I.P. urvey were submitted to de?aiIed 

interpretation which, although limited in accuracy due to limited 

basic data, roughly outlines the mineralization within the survey 

area. This detailed interpretation changed somewhat the results of 

the preliminary and qualitative interpretation carried out in the 

field without the benefit of the time consuming calculations. Thus, 

the field conception of an inclined tabular body, although still 

valid to a certain degree, evolved into a rather complex zone of 

mineralization which extends nor;hward much farther than expected. 

The results of the final interpretation are presented in 

detail on the m&p labelled Interpreted Sections, at horizontal and 

vertical scales df 1 inch to 100 I:-et. These reslllts are summarized 

in plan form on the accompanying Interpretation map at a scale of 

1 inch to 200 feet. There, the survey area is divided into Zones 

A, B, C and D. Zone A is an area of low chargeability and generally 

low magnetism. It is underlain by the non-mineralized Nicola 

formation. The northernmost part of Zone A encloses a band of 

magnetic highs which may represent a contact zone of Nicola rocks 

altered by the granitic Coast Intrusive immediately to the north, or 

a contact zone within that intrusive. This magnetically high part 

of Zone A produces no discernible response in the I.P. data. 
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The anomalous area is divided into Zones 8, C and D on the 

basis of the calculated chargeabilities. Zone B indicates charge- 

abilities of 4 to 6 milliseconds, Zone C chargeabilities of 6 to 5 

milliseconds, and Zone D chargeabilities of 9 to 15 milliseconds. 

Within the anomalous area, Zone B extends over all of Line 32E, the 

northernmost part of Line 40E and the central part of Lint~ 4%. 

Another section of Zone B is Qbserved on both sides of Zone C on 

Lines 60E and 68E. A small area of Zone C is also observed 

separating Zone B from Zone U on Line JOE. Zone D extends over 

the southern part of Lines 40E and 48E, then trends northward over 

all of Line 52E and may also extend across the northernmost part of 

Line 48E. Zone B is also observed to extend southward beneath 

Zone I) on Lint 48E. All those zones are seen to be overlain by 

materials with chargeabilities of less than abou,t 2.7 milliseconds. 

There are some indications that this material actually is divided 

into two layers: the topmost or overburden layer with a charge- 

ability of approximately 1.3 milliseconds, and a first bedrock 

layer, not necessarily present everywhere, with a chargeabiiity in 

the order of 2.7 milliseconds. In many places, Zones B, C and I) 

are found to overlie material of very low chargeability (0 to 2 

milliseconds). 

On the basis of all the available data, it is believed that 

the mineralization is irregularly distributed within the granitic 

intrusive in irregularly shaped zones. The upper section with a. 

chargeability of 1.3 milliseconds or less is associated with the 
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overburden. The upper and lower sections with chargeabilities of 2.i 

milliseconds or less, not shown on the accompanying map, represent portions 

of the non-mineralized intrusive. Finally, Zones B, C and D, with their 

respectiv- ranges of chargeabilities, arc zones, within the intrusive, 

which are mine?alizcd to various degree. As mentioned previously, 

there is a slight possibility that Zone 8 with its low rangs of charge- 

abilities may indicate an unusually bu.L still normal background of a 

different phase of the intrusive. 

The significance of the calculated chargeabilities in terms 

of sulphide content is a.lways difficult to estimate without samples to 

calibrate, in a sense, the method for the area. However, past experience 

has shown that 1% of disseminated sulphides will usually produce 3 to 

8 mil.liseconds of true chargeability. Thus, dividing by 8 the lower 

value of the chargeability range of each zone will indicate a minimum 

sulphide content for that zone, whereas dividing by 3 the upper value 

of the chargeability range will suggest an upper limit to the sulphide 

content . In this manner, it is esi:imated that ZO~L~ B contains from 

0.5 to 2%, Zone C from 0.7 to 3% and Zone D from 1 to 5% sulphides. 

On the other hand, the chargeability values calculated are considered 

as being minimum values in most cases, thereby increasing these 

possible sulphide contents to on unknown degree. 

The economic value of this mineralization cannot be estimated 

as the I.P. method does not differentiate between chalcopyrite and 

pyrite . In any case, a high grade ore-body is not expected on the 

basis of the iqsent data although very small pockets of high grade 
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sulphide mineralization at depth may have remained undetected by the 

SU?XCY. On the other hand, a relatively small percentage of ccpper 

could ma.ke this a very economical proposition if one considers the size 

of the possible ore zone and the fact that it is still open in three 

directions. The copper values found in granitic floats on the property 

strongly suggest that at least some copper will be found. 
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Considsring the large size of the zone of mincralization of 

,;-ossi.ble or-e-grade detected by the I.P. survey, and the fret that the 

~oro j.s cue:: in thrse directions, further work is definitsly vrarranted. 

~n3.s wcrk rr.rry t-c::e -the form of one of two possib1.e ap:~rwches. First, 

rhc I.?.. suriey cwld be extc~n-lcd to com;-.letely ou?:iine the wir.eralized 

zone by cxtznding thepreskt lines in D northerl;r dirccticn and by 

adding additional lines to the cast and west of the surveyed area at 

intervals of Kl!! feet, The second approac!~. be1i.e icr? to t,+, no??e 

appropriate a% this tisie, is to partly inves-iigate the economic 

possibilities of -the known I.P. zone by direct field investigation. 

Unfortuna~tel,y, trenching cannot be rxommended as the-e is no Guarantee 

anywhere that the ininaralization reaches bedrock surface and that the 

bedrock surfxe is within trenching depth. Thus, drilling will be 

required 'LO ob':zin results as definite as possible. 

Dw to the nature of the interpreted minernlization, it is 

quite possible that one drill hole may hit an exceptionally gocd or 

?oor section thus giving an improper impression of the whole.., Thus, 

-2~ is recommended that a drilled section be obtained. Such a section 

CCl~1.d C~!1S~.'T; Cam f 4 wrtj.cal d-i;! ho!er,, exh SKI -Fe,zt d"*?:>, located 

cn Line 48E at 114+OON, 116+00N, 118+00N and lZO+OON. The location 

and angle of hole are no+ critical due 'to the large extznt of the 

x3omalc::s zone. Howe~ver; this recommended section has the advantage 

of investigating, with two of the holes, the highest chargeabilities 
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calc:ilated in Zone D at rclativsly shallow depth, and with the two other 

holes, sampling the poorer Zone B while 9.t the same time producing a 

fairly continuous cross-section of the area. 

fin t.he basis of the resuits of the recommended preliminary 

drilling, thi next step in the exploration progran mzy then bc decided 

up rn , eithe? i.n the form of additional drilling or of extending the I .P. 

survey if 2;nrrilnted. 

HUNTING SURVEY CORPORATION LIMITED 

‘w . ’ 
Senior Geophysicist 



APPENDIX 

I.P. Profiles: Line 32E 

Line 40E 

Line 48E 

Line 52E 

Line 60E 

Line 68~ 


















